
Chapter 2 

ТЬе Development of Basic Concepts of Chemical 
Kinetics in Heterogeneous Catalysis 

1. Steps in the development оС general chemical kinetics 

How far should one go in search of the sources of science? "The past is а 
weB of ineffable depth" wrote Thomas Mann beginning his novel Joseph and 
his Brothers. Ав far ав chemical kinetics is concerned, it is far from being 
true. Certainly, one сап trace itsremote sources (ав far back ав Empedocles 
and Aristotle), but the origin of this science is quite certain; it is the 
1850в-1870в. The basic concepts of chemical kinetics ав а science were for
mulated at that time оп the basis of liquid-phase organic reactions. 

The pioneers of chemical kinetics Williamson, Wilhelmi, Sainte-Claire 
Deville, Berthelot, Pean de Sainte Jille and finally the authors ofthe law of 
тавв action, Guldberg and Waage, had chosen etherification and the reverse 
reactions of saponification, the reaction of сапе sugar transformation, etc. 
ав the subjects of their investigations. Ав а rule, these reactions were 
catalytic. Catalysis ав а specific chemical phenomenon, consisting of а 
drastic change of chemical reaction rates in the presence of воте substan
сев, had been identified only slightly earlier. In 1836 Berzelius first used the 
concept of "catalysis" in his paper Some thoughts concerпing оnе agency 
acting in the formation о! organic compounds in liuing nature but which во far 
haue Ьееn unnoticed. 

Studies of the "enhancement" of chemical reactions should promote the 
interpretation of the concept of "reaction rate" and the conduct of special 
experiments. Probably, one тау even вау that catalytic investigations have 
catalyzed the development of chemical kinetics*. Williamson said: "There 
exist many evidences that chemical processes need time, but this commonly 
accepted fact is not taken into account in treating various phenomena"**, 

* Catalysis catalyzed the development of chemical kinetics but did not force its acceptance. 
Chemical kinetics largely developed оп the basis of catalytic reaction data but did not account 
for the fact that they were catalytic. The development of catalytic kinetics properly started only 
in the second decade of the 20th century. 

** In the description of the basic steps in the development of chemical kinetics we made ир our 
mind to cite тапу quotations since historical problems are more distinct in the light of direct 
evidence. Оп the other hand we believe in the dictum which ваув that only those who do not 
cite аге those who do not hope to Ье cited. 
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Williamson веетв to have Ьееп the first to иве the chemical term "dynamics" 
with respect to воте processes in опе of the currently most widespread 
meanings (non-steady-state processes). ТЬе tit1e of Williamson's work, in 
1851, was simply Some considerations оп chemistry dynamics exemplified Ьу 
the etherification theory. 

ТЬе first quantitative re1ationship for the reaction rate (Ьу the way, a1so 
catalytic) was, appa,rently, first obtained Ьу Wilhelmi in his studies of the 
effect of acids оп сапе sugar. ТЬе re1ationship was of the form 

_ dZ = MZS 
dT 

(1) 

where Z and S are the amounts of sugar and acid catalyst, respectively, Т is 
the reaction time, and М (according to Wilhelmi) the теап amount of sugar 
which has undergone inversion during ап infinitesimal period of time under 
the effect of unit concentration of the catalyzing acid (the relationship and 
designations are taken from the book [1, р.14]). 

Later, Wilhelmi's study was evaluated Ьу Ostwald who said: "We must 
consider Wilhelmi ав а founder of the chemical reaction rate" [2, р. 28]. But 
Ostwald admitted that "Wilhelmi's study had remained absolutely ignored 
though it was published in а rather widespread Annals о! Physics Ьу Poggen
dorff ... It remained unknown for the later researchers working оп similar 
problems ... Only after this field of science had already Ьееп so developed 
that воте people began to think about its history did this basic Wilhelmi 
study соте to light" [2, р. 28]. 

Wilhelmi anticipated воте relation of his reaction rate studies with the 
interpretation of the nature of catalytic action. "! must leave chemists to 
decide whether the relationships found сап Ье used and, if во, to what extent 
they are applicable to other chemical processes. In апу саве, however, I 
believe among them must Ье аН those processes whose occurrence is ав
cribed to the catalytic effect" (cited in ref. 3, р.99). 

In 1862-1863 Berthelot and Реап de Sainte-Jille studied the equilibrium 
states in etherification reactions. In 1862-1867 Gu1dberg and Waage, оп the 
basis ofBerthelot and Реап de Sainte-Jille's experiments and their own data, 
suggested а primary formulation of the law of mass action. 

Reverse reaction equilibrium was represented ав а balance of the 
oppositely acting "affinity" forces 

kpq = k'p'q' (2) 

where р, q, р' and q' are the "action masses" of the reactants, and k and k' 
are affinity coefficients, being functions of the "attraction forces" of the 
reactants. 
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In 1879 Guldberg and Waage substituted the аЬоуе formulation for the 
basic law of chemical reactions Ьу its modern version in terms of the concept 
ofmobile equilibrium. For the interaction between the initial substances А, 
В, С, ... , taken in the stoichiometric ratio of!X to f3 to у, i.e. !ХА + fЗВ + уС, 
the reaction rate, W, was expressed as 

(3) 

Chemical kinetics had originated· in the classical studies Ьу Van't Hoff 
and Arrhenius in the 1880s. Then the physical sense of reaction orders was 
interpreted and the concept of activation energy was suggested. ТЬе main 
ideas in Van't Hoff"s book [4] are still appropriate. 

Van't Hoff suggested the main types of normal chemical transformation. 
Ав known, Ье is the author of the "natural" classification of simple (elemen
tary) reactions according to the number of molecules that are simul
taneously present in the reaction. Не put forward the principle: "ТЬе pro
cess of chemical transformation is characterized solely Ьу the number of 
molecules whose interaction provides this transformation" [4]*. 

Van't Hoffhimself, however, suggested that the observed chemical trans
formation follows this principle in rather rare cases. ТЬе reason for this 
discrepancy is the effect of the medium оп the reaction rate. 

One ofthe most applicable terms in Van't Hoff"s studies was the perturba
tion actions. In Van't Hoff"s opinion, "normal transformations take place 
very rarely ... ". Reaction rate is subjected to various effects to such an extent 
that the investigation of the transformation process reduces mainly to that 
of perturbation effects. Van't Hoff did not concentrate оп "perturbation 
effects" as inhomogeneity, non-isothermality, and the occurrence of some 
secondary reaction. То his mind, the main thing that merits special con
sideration is the effect of the medium оп the reaction rate ("primarily the 
effect of the media of obviously chemical nature"). 

That was Van't Hoff"s position. For modern kinetics of heterogeneous 
catalysis his words: " ... the effect of the medium оп the transformation rate 
during transformation processes is the most important and the most real" 
retain their significance. 

Van't Hoff also examined the effect of temperature оп the course of 
chemical transformations and drew а fundamental conclusion: "ТЬе tem
perature effect must Ье gradual and not sudden". 

Van't Hoff, and Arrhenius who further developed his ideas, claimed that 

* Note that at that time the atomic molecular structure of substances had not Ьееп proved 
experimentally. Even two decades later, the great chemist W, Ostwald tried to create "chemis
try without molecules", 
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temperature is not the уеавоп for the reaction but it is responsible for the 
changes in its rate. Their contributions to chemical kinetics сап Ье сот
pared with that made Ьу Galilei to mechanics: force is not the reason for 
motion but the уеавоп for acceleration. It is now evident that the conclu
sions ofVan't Hoff and Arrhenius are valid for elementary reactions. Ав far 
ав complex reactions in ореп systems are concerned, the dependence oftheir 
rates оп temperature сап also Ье jumpwise (critical effects). 

In his comments оп Van't Hoff's book, Semenov wrote "when опе is 
reading this book опе feels ав if the author was much more interested in the 
reasons for the abnormal reaction course and the perturbation effect rather 
than in further extending his knowledge of the normal process, since he 
treated them ав virtually evident .,. Van't Hoff's consideration ofthe abnor
mal behaviour of reactions is thrice ав much" [5, р.7]. То our mind this 
splendid principle suggested in Van't Hoff's book should Ье specially distin
guished in modern chemical kinetics. It goes without saying that the sophis
ticated theory must Ье supported Ьу accurate experiments*. 

The initial period of chemical kinetics (1860-1910) is the key to the un
derstanding of the further progress in this science. It is during this period 
that formal kinetics was created. The lucidity (and the small number) of the 
basic conceptions and the integrity of its subject are characteristic of this 
period of chemical kinetics. Later, that initial integrity was lost, giving way 
to тапу forms of "kinetics": gas- and liquid-phase reactions, catalytic, 
fermentative, electrochemical, topochemical, plasmachemical, and other 
kinetics. These "kinetics" differ in their experimental techniques and вре
cial languages. 

Fortunately, the Babylonian tower situation did not repeat itself, since 
the conceptual ties put forward for the originating chemical kinetics were 
sufficiently durable. То summarize its two conceptions: (1) the law of тавв 
action ав а law for simple reactions and (2) the complexity of chemical 
reaction mechanisms have remained essential. In order not to exceed the 
всоре of this book, we will consider the Arrhenius temperature dependence, 
k(n = А(Т) ехр( - E/Rn, whose role сап hardly Ье over-estimated. For 
details, refer to ref. 6. 

The genera1 scientific significance of the 1aw of тавв action (l.m.a.) is 
obvious. Long ago it was app1ied far beyond the confines of chemical kinetics 
in so-called "evo1ution mode1s" [7]. Models based оп the 1.m.a.-type 1aws 
have Ьееп applied in biology and ecology [8, 9], economics, neurophysiology, 
genetics and еуеп in mi1itary science [7]. C1assica1 "predator-prey" mode1s 
investigated Ьу Lotka and Vo1terra in the 1930в go back to the 1.m.a. [10-12]. 
In his description of the dynamics of two interacting populations, Lotka 

* Not to Ье trapped, оnе must remember the wisdom of scientific folklore: the worse the 
experiment, the more interesting the effect. 
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proceeded from chemical kinetics models. Biologists, however, do not al
ways remember it*. 

The fundamental concept of chemical kinetics is that of reaction mechan
ism. In the broad вепве, the word mechanism ("detailed", "intimate") is the 
comprehensive interpretation of аН experimental data accumulated оп the 
complex reaction process. In this mechanism, опе should discriminate in
dividual stages and reaction steps, give characteristics for intermediates, 
describe transition states of individual steps, provide energy levels of виЬ
stances, etc. Ав far ав catalytic reactions are concerned, опе should charac
terize surface properties, examine the adsorption character, etc. "1 want to 
know everything" about а complex chemical reaction; this is the way опе 
must understand chemists when they speak about their intention to inves
tigate а detailed mechanism. Whether it is possible to realize such good 
intentions at а modern theoretical and experimental level will Ье another 
question. 

For practical chemical kinetics there also exists another (narrow) inter
pretation of the mechanism ав а combination of steps. Each step consists of 
direct and reverse reactions. If steps are assumed to Ье simple, they consist 
of elementary reactions obeying the l.m.a. ав their kinetic law, or а surface 
action law for catalytic reactions. 

It is this interpretation ofthe mechanism that the formal kinetics dealing 
with kinetic models operates in the form of sets of differential and algebraic 
equations corresponding to the mechanism. 

According to Laidler, ап elementary reaction is the reaction taking place 
to overcome ап energy barrier. ТЫв barrier is ап elementary reaction. Ап 
elementary act of the chemical reaction сап also Ье caHed а chemical 
transformation taking place between two collisions [6, p.19]. 

* Ав а euriosity, let us deseribe the applieation of 1.т.а. far beyond the eonfines of eommon 
вепве. Early in the 20th eentury, Otto Weininger's book Вех and Character (Principal Investiga
tion) was уегу popular. In its sixth edition (1914), Ье wrote: "ТЬе law of sexual affinity Ьав тапу 
more similarities with опе known law of theoretieal ehemistry but eertainly with тапу devia
tions (?). It is еlове to the рЬепотепа assoeiated with the "law of тавв aetion" ... [further, Ье 
gives its formula (р. 37)]. At first, the author determines the portion (eoneentration) ofmale (М) 
and [етаlе (F) originating from individual Х through а and а, апа for individual У through /3 
and /3" respeetively (а, /3, а" /3, < 1). " ... ТЬе foree of mutual attraetion is expressed as: 
А ~ Kj(K - /3)f(t), where f(t) is some empirieal or analytieal funetion during which (?) in
dividuals сап Ье mutually affected, i.e. reaction time as we refer to it апа К is the proportional
ity factor responsible for аll known апа unknown laws of sexua! affinity. In addition, К depends 
оп the degree of population; race and fami!y affinity and also оп the health апа the absence of 
defeets in both individua!s. If, in the аЬоуе formu!a, К ~ /3, then А ~ со (extreme case )", His 
fina! conclusion (р,41) is: "80, it is quite evident what 1 mеап: sexua! attraction of two 
individuals being together [or а !ong time or saying it better, !ocked together, сап еуо!уе еуеп 
where they first had ап aversion to опе another, which is simi!ar to а chemieal process that 
needs much time until it becomes 6bservable". Although Weininger noted: "Н is c!ear that опе 
cannot attach much signifieance to the similarities between sexua! a:ffinity апа аеаа chemis
try", we сап hardly be!ieve it, 
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The Japanese physico-chemist Horiuti in his paper "How сап а kinetic 
equation Ье found for а reverse reaction?" gives ап extremely vivid descrip
tion of а reaction between the complex and the simple in chemical

o 
kinetics. 

Не claims: "W е сап write ап arbitrary number of chemical equations for the 
вате reaction, and еасЬ will Ье accounted for Ьу воте equilibrium constant. 
It сап Ье pleasant to write а chemical equation во that it Ьав the least integer 
coefficients, but we have по grounds (within the confines of our discussion) 
to give preference to this chemical equation and its corresponding equi-
librium constant. ~ ~ 

Previously, when the theorem k/k = К had been formulated, there were 
по difficulties of this kind. When we were students, we believed that this 
theorem is accurately deduced оп classical examples of the formation of 
ethers and hydrogen iodide. Chemical equations with the least integer 
coefficients were treated ав those representing опе act in the rearrangement 
of interatomic bonds, i.e. one elementary reaction, and it was treated ав 
something that went without saying. It is essential that the theorem under 
consideration is actually valid when опе treats а single elementary reaction. 
We now know, however, that chemical equations are written merely to des
cribe experimental data concerning the material balance without laying апу 
claims to interpret the true mechanism of atomic rearrangements. Having 
lost the exalted function to represent the mechanism, chemical equations 
have remained simple expressions for the equivalence of substance totalities 
to the left and to the right from the equality sign in conformity to the 
preservation of atoms, like the rate of currency exchange accounts for the 
preservation of its value. Currency exchange equations, e.g. "four roubles 
per one dollar" or "опе rouble per quarter of а dollar" differ in their 
coefficients, but this difference is for the sake of convenience in calculations, 
nothing more. ТЬе вате holds for chemical equations, and here we are facing 
the above question, i.e. what is the equilibrium constant in the theorem 
under consideration?" [13]. 

Horiuti quotes the American chemist Daniels: "Despite Eyring and Arr
henius, chemical kinetics is all-in-all confusion. But through аН the соп
fusion of complications воте promising perspective сап Ье вееп. Numerous 
consecutive, competing and reverse reactions Ьу themselves are simple 
mono- or bimolecular reactions that in principle оЬеу simple laws. Непсе we 
are fighting not во much with primary steps ав with the problem of their 
mutual coordination to interpret the observed facts and to make practical 
predictions" [13]. Such considerations had Ьееп made а very long time ago. 

In 1789* а professor of chemistry and mineralogy from Dublin (Higgins) 
for the first time applied the concept of "intermediate substance" in тв book 
Comparative Consideration о! Phlogiston and Antiphlogiston Theories when 

* Thus the year of the Great French Revo!ution appeared to Ье portentous for chemica! 
kinetics. 8етепоу, 150 years !ater, called chemica! kinetics the "chemistry of intermediates". 
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studying the interaction between iron and chlorous acid. Several years later, 
Miss Foolgem (in England) сате to the conclusion that hydrolytic reactions 
take place through intermediates. In 1806 Clement and Desorm showed that 
the oxidation of sulphur in the presence of potassium nitrate (а method of 
that time to produce H2S04) is а complex reaction enhanced Ьу the nitric 
oxides produced in the course of the reactions*. 

The years following Van't Hoff's publication [4] are known as а period of 
rapid progress in the study of multi-step chemical reactions. There appeared 
Ostwald's and Кistjakovskii's studies, Bach-Engler's peroxide theory, and 
Luther and Shilov's theory of conjugated reactions. The postulate claiming 
that "а reaction is not а single-act drama" (Schonbein) had Ьесоте а сот
топ belief. 

Of great importance was the principle of independent courses for in
dividual reactions, suggested Ьу Ostwald in 1887. Later, Christiansen сот
pared the problem of elucidating а complex reaction mechanism with that of 
solving crossword puzzles [14]. There are, however, some other sources of 
this ideology. As is known, the scientists of the 18th and 19th centuries 
(including chemists) were respectfully admired for the achievements in те
chanics. In 1783, Lavoisier in his paper "Affinity of oxygen origins" wrote: 
"It is possible that опе day the accuracy of the available data will Ье 
increased to such ап extent that the geometer (in this case it is а mechani
cian-mathematician) sitting in his study-room will Ье аЫе to calculate the 
phenomena accompanying апу chemical compound Ьу the same, so to speak, 
method Ьу which he calculates motions of celestial bodies. Viewpoints 
expressed in this connection Ьу de Laplace and the experiments we are 
planning оп the basis of his ideas to express the affinity forces numerically 
already permit us not to consider this hope as some chimera" (quoted in ref. 
15). According to Berthollet, "chemical affinity also meets the conditions 
specified Ьу mechanics for the phenomena depending оп the mass-action
law" (quoted in ref. 16). It is evident that Guldberg and Waage proceeded from 
the mechanical interpretation of chemical laws. Primarily it refers to their 
first studies (1864-1867) in which they gave ап "equilibrium" formulation for 
the law of mass action (kpq = k'p' q'). Guldberg and Waage wrote: "In 
chemistry like in mechanics the most natural method will Ье to determine 
forces in their equilibrium state" (quoted in ref. 17, р.341)**. 

As а rule, in the literature оп the history of chemistry (see, for example, 

* According to Chugaev, the study of C!ement and Desorm was the second piece of evidence in 
favour of the possible existence of а new c!ass of reactions (cata!ytic). The first piece was the 
Dutch chemists' study of the decomposition of ethy! а!соЬо! to water and ethy!ene in the 
presence of si!ica or а! umina. 

** It should Ье noted that in their pioneering work in 1864 Gu!dberg and Waage used an 
expression whose form is close to the present-day dynamic formulation (w ~ kp"qfir';) but in the 
further study "Investigations of chemical affinity" (1867) they decided it wou!d Ье enough to 
apply the equilibrium formu!a kpq ~ k'p'q'. 
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refs. 1 and 16), it is mentioned that, in the initia1 stages of its deve1opment, 
chemica1 kinetics operated essentially with mechanica1 ana1ogies. Par· 
ticu1ar emphasis is p1aced upon the ana10gies app1ied to deduce the main 
chemica1 kinetic 1aw (l.m.a.). However, the fact that the term "comp1ex 
reaction mechanism" has an obvious "mechanica1 origin" (i.e. is associated 
with app1ied mechanics) remains obscure. In 1879 а vivid interpretation of 
comp1ex systems as mechanica1 systems was given Ьу Maxwell: "In an 
ordinary chime every Ьеll has а rope that is drawn through а ho1e in the floor 
into the bell·ringer room. But 1et.us imagine that every rope instead of 
putting into motion one Ьеll participates in the motion of many parts of the 
mechanism and that the motion of every ЬеН is determined not on1y Ьу the 
motions of its own rope but Ьу the motions of severa1 ropes; then 1et us 
assume that аН this mechanism is hidden and abso1ute1y unknown for the 
peop1e standing near the ropes and capable of seeing on1y the ho1es in the 
cei1ing аЬоуе them" [18, р.268]*. This image, standing in the 1ight of such 
known images as P1ato's "сауе" and the 'Ъ1асk Ьох", was just in the spirit 
of that period. The ways in which scientific terms originate are tortuous. 
On1y а specia1 investigation сап 1ead to the conc1usion (not necessari1y 
unambiguous) as to where the term сате from, i.e. either from а deve10ped 
neighbouring science or from а wide common-scientific and even 
humanitarian-metaphorica1 context. W е now be1ieve it correct to suppose 
that both the resu1ts obtained in theoretica1 mechanics spurred the con
struction of the main kinetic 1aw (l.m.a.) and the achievements in applied 
mechanics gave impetus to dismant1e а "comp1ex" chemica1 reaction into 
simp1e detai1s СЪу screws"). Finally it 1ed to the deve10pment of а construc
tive conception of а "reaction mechanism". It would Ье interesting to find 
out who was the first to app1y this term**. 

This term was introduced to the normal chemica1 language in the 20th 
century due to the efforts ofBodenstein. In Semenov's view, the understand
ing that, по matter how comp1icated is а reaction's process the law of the 
e1ementary act is sufficient1y simp1e, is exc1usive1y the credit "ofVan't Hoff's 
genius prediction, though he himse1f did not understand it quite c1early" [5, 
р. 6]. Though the epithet "genius" with respect to Jacob Henri Van't Hoff is 
still va1id, the situation, however, defies its comp1ete reconstruction. Оп the 
one hand, it is 1ike1y that Van't Hoff renounced in princip1e the ana1ysis of 
comp1ex reactions that do not оЬеу the 1aws of "norma1 conversions". 
Apparent1y, it is for this reason that in the "Etudes" he did not examine 
etherification reactions practically [19]. Van't Hoff studied such simp1e 
reactions ае the decomposition of dibromosuccinic acid and the reaction of 

* It was in 1879 that Guldberg and Waage's study with а dynamic formulation of I.m.a. was 
published. 

** In the Russian literature, the term "chemica! kinetics" was, apparently, first introduced in 
1889 Ьу Menshutkin in his book Essays оп the Development of Chemical Conceptions. 
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sodium chloroacetate with sodium hydroxide (топо- and bimolecular reac
tions, respectively). We Ьауе already mentioned that Van't Hoff deliberately 
did not consider secondary conversions. Оп the other hand, Ье ипат
biguously claims: "As а theoretical foundation 1 Ьауе accepted not the 
concept of mass action (1 had to leave this concept in the course of ту 
experiments)" [4, р.39]. 

We do not completely understand with what this quotation is associated 
since the new value designated Ьу Van't Hoff as concentration had 
previously Ьееп used Ьу Guldberg an·d Waage ("amounts ofthese substances 
with respect to the same volume") [17]. It сап Ье repeated опсе again that the 
historic-scientific situation as well as the history itself cannot always Ье 
reconstructed. 

Ву the beginning of the 20th century ап independent field of physical 
chemistry, namely chemical kinetics, had Ьееп developed. Temkin treats 
chemical kinetics as а science dealing with chemical reaction rates and 
specifies the reaction kinetics as "the dependence of the rate of а given 
reaction оп the substance concentration, temperature and some other par
ameters, e.g. the electrode potential in electrochemical reactions". Semenov 
interprets chemical kinetics as а science "not only about the rates but also 
about the mechanism of chemical reactions" [5, р.9]. 

1п recent years, in studies of the unsteady-state behaviour of chemical 
systems, the term "dynamics" has Ьееп used (see, for example, ref. 20) but its 
meaning is dubious. First, dynamics is known to Ье а field of mechanics 
dealing with the motion of material bodies induced Ьу the applied forces. It 
is in this sense that the dynamics of the interaction between reacting mole
cules is treated [21]. 

Secondly, there is also а wider meaning ofthe term, i.e. time evolution of 
the motion* and in this sense the terms "unsteady state" and "dynamic" сап 
Ье treated as synonyms. ТЬе term "dynamic system" refers to а physical 
system described Ьу а set of differential equations of the type х = [(х) or 
еуеп simply to а set of differential equations irrespective of its origin. 
ТЬе dynamics of chemical reactions is interpreted as а field of the general 

theory dealing with the evolution of chemical systems оп the basis of the 
dynamic equations for kinetic and mathematical physics [20]. Validity of the 
use ofthe term "dynamics of chemical reactions" is primarily due to the fact 
that it is supported Ьу the extensive use of physical and mathematical 
methods to investigate dynamic systems. It should Ье noted that Van't Hoff 
[4] treated the term "dynamics" in just this sense ("the process of chemical 
transformation"). 

* It is likely that the meanings of the "motion induced Ьу forces" a;'d "time evolution" have 
merged. 
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W е have already specified the two significant initial conceptions of chemi
саl kinetics: the law of тавв action ав а law for simple reactions and the 
complex character of the mechanism of chemical reactions. 

These conceptions have given impetus to the development of two trends 
that must complement each other: studies of the kinetic regularities of 
elementary acts and construction of the kinetic theory for complex reac
tions. 

The former trend has led to the development of the collision theories that 
permitted one to estimate pre-exporential factors of the reaction rate con
stants and primarily to the elaboration of the absolute rates theory [22]. 

Based оп quantum and statistical mechanics, this theory gave estimates 
for the parameters of the Arrhenius relationships, i.e. activation energies 
and pre-exponential factors. The absolute rate theory made use of the sug
gestion implying the fulfilment of Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution 
ofreacting molecules. In recent years the theory and practice of elementary 
act studies have been developed. The application of а crossed molecular 
Ьеатв method has permitted for the first time the determination of macros
copic parameters (reaction cross-sections and inelastic molecular col
lisions), to vary energy distribution in individual degrees offreedom for the 
initial particles, and to record the effect оп the probability of chemical 
transformations and the energy distribution in reaction products. 

Today, non-equilibrium reaction theory has been developed. Unlike the 
absolute rate theory, it does not require the fulfilment ofthe Maxwell-Boltz
mann distribution. Calculations are carried out оп large computers, enabl
ing one to obtain abundant information оп the dynamics of elementary 
chemical acts. The present situation is extensively clarified in the proceed
dings of two symposia in the U.S.A. [23, 24]. 

Ав far ав the chemical kinetics of complex reactions is concerned, an 
important milestone was the chain reaction theory developed Ьу Bodenstein, 
Semenov and Hinshelwood. It is almost the first theory of complex chemical 
reactions. А great achievement is that the role offree atoms and radicals has 
been interpreted оп the basis ofthe analysis ofkinetic relationships. Kinetic 
chemists began to operate with structural "mechanistic" units, i.e. "chains" 
and "cycles". 

Ав early ав at the beginning of the century воте difficulties in studying 
kinetic models corresponding to cyclic schemes were overcome. (In 1902 it 
was Wegscheider who coped with the problem of the example of the mechan
ism: (1) А1 :;::=:: А2; (2) Аз :;::=:: А4 , and (3) А2 + Аз:;::=:: А1 + А4.) 

For а long time scientists had been discussing the "Wegscheider par
adox". In 1931, Onsager, proceeding from the concept of detailed equilibrium 
in chemical reactions C'chemists apply а very interesting approach"), de
duced the known reciprocal relationship, the Onsager equation. Thus these 
relationships originated from the analysis of cyclic mechanisms in complex 
reactions. 
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ТЬе genera1 scientific importance of chain reaction theory is a1so obvious: 
it Ьав, for examp1e, stimu1ated the deve10pment of nuc1ear reaction theory. 
А further step in the deve10pment of comp1ex reaction theory was the 

Horiuti-Temkin theory (а theory of steady-state reactions) suggested in the 
1950s-1960s. It will Ье described in detai1 be1ow. In the age of computers, the 
kinetics of comp1ex reactions is investigated Ьу modelling. This is the study 
of processes оп the basis of their mode1s. Having omitted the 20 avai1able 
definitions (among them severa1 phi1osophica1 definitions), we will restrict 
ourse1ves on1y to one: "object М is- а mode1 of object А with respect to а 
certain group of characteristics (properties), if М is constructed (or chosen) 
to simu1ate А according to these characteristics". And then: "а mathemati
ca1 mode1 сап Ье а number, а geometrica1 image, а function, а set of equa
tions, etc." [25, р.106]. 

ТЬе mathematica1 mode1s of chemica1 kinetics just referred to are, in 
what follow, the mathematica1 descriptions that permit ив to obtain the 
dependence of the chemica1 transformation rate оп the reaction parameters 
(temperature, reactant concentrations, etc.). It is the sole purpose of those 
mode1s specified as kinetic mode1s [26]. 

Kinetic mode1s are the basis for the mathematica1 modelling of chemica1 
reactions. There exists а chain of mode1s that Ьав to Ье passed through for 
the ca1cu1ation of а 1arge cata1ytic aggregate: kinetic mode1, catalyst pellet 
mode1, cata1yst bed mode1, contact reactor model, and aggregate mode1. In 
this hierarchy of mode1s, suggested and thoroughly e1aborated Ьу Boreskov 
and Slinko [27, 28], the kinetic mode1 is the first 1eve1. None of the calcula
tions that are of interest for techno1ogy сап Ье carried out without kinetic 
mode1s. 

But what must one know before "constructing" any (inc1uding kinetic) 
mode1? First its basic e1ements, second1y the main 1aws and princip1es ofthe 
processes that are to Ье accounted for Ьу the mode1, and third1y the a1go
rithm (the instruction) for the mode1 construction. For kinetic models the 
basic elements are chemical substances and elementary acts; the main laws 
are the laws of mавв action and surface action; the algorithms for model 
construction are the methods to derive kinetic equations suggested Ьу Тет
kin, those to determine kinetic equation constants, etc. 

То study kinetic models, one must formulate and solve both direct and 
reverse kinetic problems. 
А direct kinetic problem consists of calculating mu1ti-component reaction 

mixture compositions and reaction rates оп the basis of а given kinetic 
mode1 (both steady-state and unsteady-state) with the known parameters. 
Re1iable solution for the direct problem is comp1etely dependent оп whether 
these parameters, obtained either оп theoretical grounds or from specia1 
experiments, have reliable va1ues. Modern computers сап solve high-dimen
siona1 problems. Both American and Soviet specia1ists have calculated 
kinetics for the mechanisms with more than а hundred steps (e.g. the reac-
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tions of hydrocarbon oxidation). The considerable experience accumulated 
in such calculations was delivered in the proceedings ofthe 1977 symposium 
devoted specially to this problem [23J. There remains just one small thing, 
namely to obtain reliable constants for the models developed. 

As known, one of the most extensively investigated complex reactions is 
the gas-phase oxidation of hydrogen. Kondratiev and Nikitin believe that 
this reaction must Ье treated "as а model one ... in Боте way or another 
representing an oxidation reaction in general". For hydrogen oxidation in 
which the number ofreactants is not во large (Н2 , 02, Н2 О, Н, О, ОН, ОН2 , 

Н2 О2 , "the third body" being М), it is advisible to construct the maximum
completed mechanism, including аН probable steps, if only accounting for 
the natural stoichiometric limitations (with not more than 3 reacting mole
cules). 8uch а maximum mechanism has been suggested Ьу Dimitrov [29] 
along with the estimates of reaction rate constants. Оп the basis of the 
kinetic model corresponding to this mechanism, Dimitrov carried out а 
numerical investigation of the Hz + 02 system [30J. 
А reuerse kinetic problem consists in identifying the type of kinetic 

models and their parameters according to experimental (steady-state and 
unsteady-state) data. 80 far по universal method to solve reverse problems 
has been suggested. The solutions are most often obtained Ьу selecting а 
series of direct problems. Mathematical treatment is preceded Ьу а qualita
tive analysis of experimental data whose purpose is to reduce drastically the 
number of hypotheses under consideration [31]. 

It is now absolutely clear that the computer-aided numerical simulation 
is not а panacea for the study of complex reactions. An urgent problem is to 
establish the qualitative effect of the structure of а complex reaction те
chanism оп its kinetic characteristics. This problem is intimately connected 
with the classification of mechanisms. 

Ав early ав in 1934 8emenov said that "the classification of reactions Ьу 
their kinetic regularities, even if it is much more complicated than the 
Mendeleev classification of elements Ьу their properties (the periodic law), 
веетв nevertheless to Ье possible" [32, р.538]. 

"То repeat the route of chemistry in the kinetic aspect", that was the 
formulation ofthe problem. То our mind, however, in the 1930в "the rational 
classification principle", whose appearance was predicted Ьу 8emenov, 
could not Ье realized. The possibility of solving this problem appeared only 
in recent times in terms of the concepts of the graph theory and the qualita
tive theory of differential equations. The analysis ofthe effect ofthe mechan
ism structure оп the kinetic regularities of catalytic reactions is one of the 
connecting subjects in the present study. 

Note that these problems, unlike those associated with the elucidation of 
the kinetic regularities in elementary acts, is not very popular, in particular 
among kinetic chemists. What are the reasons? It is likely that they are 
historical and psychological. One must hope that in the near future the 
situation will change since to understand the way of "assembling" а сот-
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plex system of simple "elements" is as important and should Ье as prestigious 
as the elucidation of the "element" nature*. 

The most important results in chemical kinetics have Ьееп obtained with 
interpenetrating physico-chemical and mathematical conceptions. In what 
way has this Ьееп achieved? Primarily through the cooperation of experts in 
various fields of science; Guldberg, а theoretical chemist and applied mathe
matician who never dealt with experiment, and chemist Waage, а scrupulous 
experimenter who formulated the law of mass action. "Guldberg and Waage 
have shown the way to apply mathematicallaws in chemical sciences"; this 
is the way that their contemporary, English chemist Mouir, estimated their 
study of "the chemical affinity" immediately after its publication (quoted in 
ref. 17, р.347). 

Almost concurrently the same formulation was suggested Ьу Harkurt (а 
mathematician) and Esson (а chemist). 

At the present time, the fruitful cooperation of а biophysicist and а 
mathematician (Zhabotinskii and Korzukhin) has led to the decoding of 
kinetic oscillations. Certainly, а Ьарру combination of various fruits in опе 
personality is also possible, ап example of such а person being Van't Hoff. 
CThis double inclination to mathematics оп the опе hand and to chemistry 
оп the other manifested itself in аН ту scientific interests".) Franck
Kamenetskii, Horiuti, Semenov and Temkin are also examples of such а 
combination**. 

We believe it to Ье indisputable that just this combination fits the spirit 
of chemical kinetics. 

2. The development of the kinetics of heterogeneous catalysis 

We believe the development of heterogeneous catalytic reaction kinetics 
is determined Ьу the interaction of two mutually supplementing programs. 

(1) А program to construct kinetic models of heterogeneous catalytic 
reactions that would Ье similar to the generally accepted models of chemical 
kinetics. This general kinetic model has Ьееп implemented in the model of 
the ideal adsorbed layer. 

(2) А program to construct kinetic models accounting for the specificity 

* Chemical kinetics is not аn exclusion. According to Engelhardt, in modern biology the 
reduction principle, i.e. аn elementaristic approach ("separate and cognize") still dominates. 
But at present the emphasis should Ье placed оп а system and аn integrative approach must Ье 
developed. "Ц is high time to claim that the integrative approach is not only the route but also 
the aim"; that is Engelhardt's idea [33]. 

** In 1934, Semenov wrote: "А new field сап Ье developed Ьу the joint efforts of physicists and 
chemists" [5, р. 5], but stilI he himself was afraid of 'Ъеing accused of superfluous formalism Ьу 
chemists". There is every reason to believe that his fears were well grounded. 
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of heterogeneous catalysis. This specific program has Ьееп implemented in 
various theories of catalyst inhomogeneity (Temkin, Roginskii, Zeldovich), 
ofthe effect ofthe reaction medium оп the catalyst (Boreskov), etc. Here we 
сап consider а model of the real adsorbed layer. 

2.1 IDEAL ADSORBED LAYER MODEL 

The foundation for heterogeneous catalytic kinetics was laid down in the 
classical studies ofLangmuir [34, 35].and Temkin [36]. It is from these studies 
that the ideal adsorbed layer model has originated оп the basis of the 
similarity with the concepts ofhomogeneous kinetics. This model implies (1) 
the equivalence of аН sites of the catalyst surface and the independence of 
chemisorption energy of surface coverage with various adsorbents, (2) the 
unchangeability of the catalyst and the independence of its properties of the 
reaction mixture composition and its infiuence оп the catalyst, and (3) the 
equilibrium distribution of energy. 

The surface action law deduced Ьу Temkin оп the basis of the absolute 
rate theory [36] is of the form 

Here А is the pre-exponential factor, 80 the excess energy of the complex 
activated compared with the energy ofthe initial particles, К the Boltzmann 
constant, Zj the fraction of the surface occupied Ьу the j-type adsorbed 
particles, Zo the free surface fraction, Р; the partial pressures of gaseous 
substances, and m; the number of elementary sites occupied Ьу the activated 
complex. Ап expression to calculate the pre-exponential factor А has Ьееп 
given elsewhere [36]*. 

At first it was believed that the main factor responsible for the kinetic 
regularities is the displacement or the "competition" of reaction mixture 
components for the catalyst surface sites. Ап additional assumption was 
made concerning the high rate of the adsorption and desorption steps сот
pared with the chemical transformations proper. 

Further investigations showed significant disadvantages of the above 
assumptions. Nevertheless, Hinshelwood, Schwab, Hougen, Watson and 
others derived equations which adequately described а particular kinetic 
experiment within а certain range of parameters. 
А typical form ofthe kinetic equation corresponding to the above assump

tions is 

* Substantiation and deduction of the surface-action !aw (according to Temkin) сап a!so Ье 
found in the monograph Ьу Snagovskii and Ostrovskii [37]. Estimates ofpre-exponentia! factors 
are given in Kry!ov's study [38Т. Опе сап a!so арр!у the methods to calcu!ate А suggested Ьу 
Go!odets and Roiter [39]. То calcu!ate the rate of heterogeneous cata!ytic reaction опе a!so 
needs to estimate the number of active sites given Ьу Maatman [40, 41] (see a!so refs. 38 and 42). 
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N 

kПСi 
w i=l (4) 

N 

1 + L Kpici 
i=l 

Here W is the reaction rate, k the rate coefficient, С; the concentration of the 
ith reactant of the gas phase, and Кр; the equilibrium constant for the 
adsorption step of the ith gas component оп the catalytic surface. 

Later, it Ьесате clear that the concentrations of surface substances must 
Ье treated not as an equilibrium but as а pseudo-steady state with respect to 
the substance concentrations in the gas phase. According to Bodenstein, the 
pseudo-steady state of intermediates is the equality of their formation and 
consumption rates (а strict analysis of the conception of "pseudo-steady 
states", in particular for catalytic reactions, will Ье given later). The 
assumption of the pseudo-steady state which serves ав а basis for the deriva
tion of kinetic equations for most commercial catalysts led to kinetic equa
tions that are practically identical to eqn. (4). The difference is that the 
denominator is по longer ап equilibrium constant for adsorption-desorption 
steps but, in general, they are the sums of the products of rate constants for 
elementary reactions in the detailed mechanism. The parameters of these 
equations for воте typical mechanisms will Ье analysed below. 

The most general description for the kinetics of complex reactions in 
terms of the ideal adsorbed layer model was given in the Horiuti-Temkin 
steady-state reaction theory [43-47] (вее Chap. 1). 

2.2 REAL ADSORBED LA YER MODELS 

Heterogeneous catalytic reactions are the combinations of interrelated 
physical and chemical elementary acts in "reaction mixture - catalyst" 
systems. Here one should discriminate between microscopic and macroscop
ic kinetics. 

In this connection kinetic models сап also Ье separated into microscopic 
and macroscopic models. The relations between these models are established 
through statistical physics equations. Microscopic models utilize the con
cepts of reaction cross-sections (differential and complete) and microscopic 
rate constants. An accurate calculation of reaction cross-sections is а pro
blem of statistical mechanics. Macroscopic models utilize macroscopic rates. 
То determine the latter, а function for the energy distributions between 

molecules must Ье known. А detailed consideration of the relations between 
macroscopic and microscopic parameters сап Ье found in refs. 48 and 49. 

It has Ьееп known for а fairly long time that the reaction rate must depend 
оп the law of energy distribution between reacting molecules. Apparently it 
was Marcelin who first realized this in 1915 [48, р.149]. Experiments with 
molecular beams in the 1960в and 1970в revealed that, in gas-phase systems, 
а wide variety of reactions take place that cannot Ье interpreted without 
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taking into account а significant distribution in the degrees of freedom [50, 
51]. Here ап important problem is to elucidate the degree ofnon-equilibrium 
of the function for the energy distributions during chemical reactions*. 

ТЬе degree of non-equilibrium is determined Ьу the ratio of microscopic 
rates of reaction to relaxation. Here relaxation is treated аэ restoration of 
the Boltzmann distribution due to various physical processes of energy 
exchange. 
Аэ far аэ the reactions in solids (in particular heterogeneous catalytic 

reactions) are concerned, there exists ап additional relaxation channel, 
namely the solid body. ТЬе rate of energy exchange with solids is high. In 
principle we сап agree with Nikitin's theory [50] that the concept ofpreser
vation of the equilibrium distribution here is sufficiently good. 

Zhdanov and Zamaraev [53] examined the possibility of non-equilibrium 
effects for several typical surface reactions. ТЬеу established воте concrete 
reasons responsible for the fact that, in molecular and bimolecular reactions 
taking place оп solid surfaces, these effects are usually втаll. 

Catalytic reaction steps. ТЬе principal steps of complex heterogeneous 
catalytic reactions are: (1) interactions between the components of the 
reaction mixture and the catalytic surface, i.e. adsorption and desorption of 
atoms and molecules and impact interactions between the molecules of 
gaseous substances and those adsorbed оп the surface, (2) processes оп the 
catalyst surface, i.e. interactions between various surface substances in the 
adsorbed layer, migration of atoms and molecules, changes in the surface 
state during the reaction, etc., (3) mass transfer processes into the catalyst 
bulk and dissolution of substances in the near-surface layer, (4) phase and 
structural catalyst transformations, and (5) energy processes, i.e. energy 
exchange between reactants and catalyst. 

* Estimates of the non-equilibrium correction for the rate constants have been reported in 
several studies. Let иБ give it in the form recently suggested Ьу Zhdanov [52] for the bimolecular 
reaction 

А+А->В+С 

А pseudo-steady state distribution function was determined from Boltzmann's equation ав 

f(u) = f'o(v) + f1 (и) 

where f'o(v) is Maxwell's function and f1 (и) is а втаll correction. The reaction rate constant is 
k = ko(1 - 1), where ko is the reaction rate constant calculated using the Maxwell distribution 
function and 1) is characteristic of non-equilibrium. 

ko = O"~и ехр (- E./kT) 

where O"~ is the reaction cross-section using the Maxwell distribution function, и = (4kT/nm)I/2, 
т is the molecular weight, and Е. the activation energy. 

'1 = (81 х 31/20"~Vo/8nO",v)(kT/Ea)2exp (- E./3kT) 

where 0", is the elastic scattering section and ио the minimum velocity of the relative motions 
of two molecules enabling the reaction. 
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Models accounting {or catalyst inhomogeneity. The above ideal adsorbed 
layer model is only а first but necessary approximation for the construction 
of а theory to describe the kinetic regularities of heterogeneous catalytic 
reactions. То begin with, it appeared that the assumption of equivalence of 
аН catalyst surface sites is considerably limited. In the 1930в and 1940в, the 
inhomogeneity of even one-component catalysts was proved Ьу the combina
tion of calorimetric, isotope and other methods. Still earlier, Taylor had 
emphasized the significance of this fact for catalysis [54]. It has Ьееп esta· 
blished that, in most савев, heats of adsorption and desorption activation 
energies are significantly dependent оп the degree of surface coverage with 
adsorbed substances. It сап Ье due first to the initial difference in the 
arrangement of atoms оп the surface (various crystallographic indices, 
edges, angles, dislocations, defects, admixtures) and, secondly to the interac
tion of adsorbed particles or the effect of pre-adsorbed particles оп the 
electron properties of the catalysts. These factors are respectively specified 
ав biographical and induced inhomogeneities ofthe catalyst. These terms are 
due to Roginskii. 

Inhomogeneity exerts а significant effect оп the equilibrium and kinetic 
relationships of adsorption-desorption processes. For biographically inho' 
mogeneous surfaces, the ideal adsorbed layer model is applied only to ап 
infinitesimal portion of surface sites having the вате properties. Then а 
certain inhomogeneity distribution is suggested and integration over аН the 
types of surface sites is carried out. The Soviet school (Temkin, Roginskii 
and Zeldovich) devoted а large number of investigations to the dependence 
of the forms of equilibrium and kinetic adsorption regularities оп the che
misorption character. Two problems were under investigation: (1) direct, i.e. 
the analysis of the effect of а given inhomogeneity type оп the shape of the 
equilibrium adsorption isotherms and kinetic equations and (2) the reverse 
problem, i.e. the determination of inhomogeneity distribution functions 
from experimental data. Thus, Temkin, Ьу admitting the non-linear charac
ter of inhomogeneity, showed that the Langmuir isotherm is substituted Ьу 
the logarithmic isotherm equation (Temkin's isotherm) [55]. Having ав
sumed that changes in the adsorption activation energies for various surface 
sites account for the вате portions of adsorption heat, Temkin derived ап 
equation [56] for the adsorption rate that appeared to Ье identical to the 
Zeldovich-Roginskii empirical equation [57]. Zeldovich had shown [58] that 
the exponential character ofinhomogeneity leads to Freundlich's isotherm. 

Proceeding from ап assumption of the linear energy inhomogeneity, ki
netic equations were derived for some important industrial processes, pri
marily the Temkin-Pyzhev equation for ammonia synthesis [59]. А theory 
for the adsorption and catalytic processes оп inhomogeneous surfaces was 
suggested Ьу Roginskii [60]. The present-day state of the problem and, which 
is most important, the experience accumulated in the use of kinetic models 
accounting for the biographical inhomogeneity had been reported Ьу 
Snagovskii and Ostrovskii [37] and Ьу Кiperman [42,61]. Deviations from the 
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surface-action law in the аЬоуе models are primarily observed Ьу the fact 
that kinetic equations are powers with fractional exponents that remain 
unchanged over а wide range of the parameters. А survey of the kinetic 
models accounting for the biographical inhomogeneity сап Ье found in refs. 
37 and 61. 

Ав far ав the models accounting for the induced inhomogeneity are con
cerned, they utilize various physical concepts оп the interaction of adsorbed 
particles. Thus Boudart, in his electrostatistical model [62], described а layer 
of chemisorbed particles ав а charged capacitor. The potential difference 
between the capacitor plates depends оп the degree of surface coverage. The 
dipole-d.ipole interaction model dating back to Langmuir [63] and de Boer 
[64] accounts for the interaction of discrete charges of adsorbed particles. 
Finally, Temkin, in his surface electron gas model [65], suggested that gas 
adsorption оп the catalyst surface changes the electron density in the layer 
directly adjoining the surface. Therefore, with increasing surface coverage, 
the activation energy also changes. Accounting for changes in the reaction 
heat and activation energy Ьу increasing surface coverage is the specific 
feature of the induced inhomogeneity models. These are applied to treat 
critical effects discovered experimentally in the kinetic relationships for 
oxidation reactions. 

2.3 MODELS ACCOUNTING FOR PHASE AND STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
OF CATALYSTS 

The development of а theory accounting for catalyst inhomogeneity is 
determined Ьу the availability of а great number of experimental data 
(calorimetric, isotopic, etc.) that give evidence to this inhomogeneity. At 
present, numerous qualitatively new experimental data have been асси
mulated that are to Ье theoretically substantiated [66, 67]. 

2.3.1 Phenomenological model 

First of аН, it is clear that the reaction medium сап affect а catalyst thus 
altering its properties. One must рау attention primarily to the studies 
performed Ьу Boreskov and his school, who suggested а concept of the effect 
of the reaction mixture оп the catalyst. The concept implies that this effect 
сап also Ье outside the всоре of complex reaction steps оп the surface. А 
large number of experimental facts testifying to the changes in the catalyst 
properties as а result of varying the reaction mixture composition сап Ье 
found in refs. 68 and 69. 

Changes in the catalytic activity of unit accessible surface or the specific 
catalytic activity (ВСА) has attracted the attention of researchers. In the 
1950s Boreskov formulated а rule for the approximate constancy ofthe ВСА. 
According to this rule, the ВСА for several metal and oxide catalysts re
mains approximately constant with significant variations ofthe surface and 
crystallite sizes under preparative conditions. Boreskov ascribed this con-
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stancy to the fact that, under the effect of reaction medium, the catalyst is 
brought to the вате steady state irrespective of the initial state of the 
surface determined Ьу the preparation and pretreatment conditions. In 
further studies, however, significant deviations from the rule of SCA ар
proximate constancy were found. Boudart et al. in their studies of the 
dependence between the SCA of metals and their dispersity [69], discovered 
а change in the SCA Ьу two orders of magnitude and distinguished а class 
of structural-sensitive reactions. The analysis made Ьу Boreskov [70], how
ever, led тт to the conclusion that,' despite the initial difference in the SCA 
of various metal planes, the effect of the reaction medium is observed, ав а 
rule, in smoothing the catalytic properties of these planes. Surface structure 
is reconstructed towards attaining the energy state that will correspond to 
the minimum free energy. 

ТЬе problem of the effect of the reaction medium is important for the 
understanding of the action of commercial catalysts. Thus, for most reac
tions of catalytic oxidation оп oxide catalysts which depend оп the reaction 
mixture composition, а significant change is observed in the oxygen content 
and the charge of catalyst cations. This leads to variations in their activity 
and selectivity [71, 72]. Slow relaxation in the rate of ethylene oxidation оп 
silver due to the variations of the oxygen content in the near-surface layer 
is observed [73]. Changes in the composition are often accompanied Ьу 
reconstruction of the surface structure [74] and finally Ьу the change in the 
catalyst рЬаве composition [75]. А survey of the recent achievements in 
studying morphological change of metal catalysts is given in ref. 76. 

Boreskov suggested а phenomenological equation to characterize the 
reaction medium effect qualitatively [70] 

W = f(c, 8)Щс) 

where f(c, 8) is the kinetic characteristics at constant catalyst composition, 
R(c) the parameter responsible for the alteration of properties under the 
effect of the reaction mixture and с, е the concentrations of gaseous and 
surface substances, respectively. It should Ье noted that reaction kinetics 
with variable catalyst activity is described Ьу extensively used models 
having two constituents: (1) independent of the catalyst state and (2) depen
dent оп it. 

ТЬив, when constructing а kinetic model for the synthesis of vinyl 
chloride оп the "HgCI-соаl" catalyst, the following postulates were used: (а) 
the type of the kinetic equations is independent of the concentration of the 
active salts; (Ь) cha:nges in the catalyst activity in any case (mercuric 
chloride deactivation, removal, etc.) сап Ье treated simply ав changes in the 
active salt concentration [77]. 

The kinetic model that fits the above requirements is of the form 

дх 
дт: = k(СИgС12 )F(х, т) 
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ak 
дt (CHgCI2) = Ф [х, т, k(CHgCI2 )] 

where х is the degree of conversion ofthe acetylene, Tthe temperature, CHgCl
2 

the active salt concentration, т the contact time, and t the time. 
The equation suggested Ьу Boreskov accounts for the presence in the 

catalytic system of two time scales, namely а "fast" one due to the surface 
chemical transformations and а "slow" one due to the effect of the reaction 
mixture оп the catalyst. (It shoud l?e noted that, in general, one сап hardly 
discriminate between the constituents in the way it has been done in this 
phenomenologica1 equation.) 

The construction of phenomeno1ogical mode1s accounting for phase and 
structura1 cata1yst transformations was urgent. However, the situation has 
now changed significant1y in the sense that radically new experimenta1 data 
have appeared. These were obtained over the 1ast 20 years Ьу using various 
physica1 methods, e.g. thermodesorption, 1R and Auger electron spectro
БСОРУ (АЕ8), 10w-energy electron diffraction (LEED), low-energy e1ectron 
10ss spectroscopy (LEEL8), ion scattering spectroscopy (188), secondary ion 
mass spectroscopy (81M8), X-ray and u1travio1et photoe1ectron spectroscopy 
(ХР8 and UP8) or e1ectron spectroscopy for chemica1 ana1yses (Е8СА), etc. 
Thus we сап now give an answer to questions concerning the e1ementary 
surface composition. Unti1 recent1y even the formu1ation of this problem 
was impossible. 

Methods of studying surfaces based predominantly оп e1ectron and ion 
spectroscopy are becoming increasing1y perfect. 

It is the extensive app1ication of new physica1 methods that determines 
the modern step of "surface science". According to Kopetskii [78], this 
science is now in а position c10se to that of condensed state physics ear1y in 
the 20th century and semiconductor physics during the period 1945--1950. 

The deve10pment of "surface science" is quantitative1y represented аБ а 
diagram in (Fig. 1) Bonze1's study [79]. At present а gap exists between the 
range of parameters (primarily that of high vacuum) for "surface science" 
(both "idea1" and "extended") which is under deve10pment now, and for 
technica1 cata1ysis operating with norma1 and high pressures. One usually 
speaks about а "pressure gap", i.e. the gap existing between these two re
gions. The gap is, however, being reduced, а situation which is promoted Ьу 
the distinct recent tendency to combine various methods in one apparatus 
whose combination will permit us to examine catalytic reactions in а wide 
parametric range (10-8 to 105 Torr). 

One of the most interesting observations of "surface science" is the 
ordered arrangement of adsorbed atoms and molecu1es (see, for example, 
refs. 80-84). Numerous LEED experiments showed that the diffraction pat
terns for partially covered surfaces exhibit some additional spots (additiona1 
compared with the absence of adsorbate). These spots correspond to new 
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structures. Ап atlas of the structures obtained experimentally is given in ref. 
85. 

2.3.2 Lattice gas model 

Recently, in order to understand processes оп the catalyst surface, in 
particular structural formations, it has Ьесоmе а frequent practice to apply 
theories accounting for the interaction of adsorbed atoms. Ап important 
microscopic model of such а type is the lattice gas model*. Its specific 
peculiarity is that this model accounts for the interaction of the nearer 
surface molecules (lateral interactions). It is this model that was applied in 
refs. 86 and 87. They should Ье specially emphasized ав having exerted а 
great influence оп the interpretation of thermodesorption experiments. The 
lattice gas model is used, e.g. in а series of investigations Ьу Tovbin and 
Fedyanin [88, 89] devoted to the kinetics of chemisorption and reactions оп 
catalyst surfaces. In terms of this model, опе сап interpret the complicated 
reaction rate dependences of surface coverage observed experimentally 

* The interaction between adsorbed particles was also taken into account in terms of some 
models ofinduced inhomogeneity (зее the аЬоуе representation), e.g. in de Boer's dipole--dipole 
interaction model [64], but compared with the lattice gas model, they must Ье treated аз 
semi-empirical. А semi-empirical model for the collective interaction of adsorbed particles with 
catalyst surface was also suggested Ьу Snagovskii and Ostrovskii [37]. 
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[90-92J. The lattice gas model is used to elucidate the "diffusion order--disor· 
der" transition оп catalyst surfaces [92-102J. Finally, ав has Ьееп mentioned 
already, this model is important in decoding thermodesorption spectra. 

The most general formulas to describe the effect of lateral interaction 
between adsorbed molecules оп the rate constants of various processes оп 
solid surfaces were derived Ьу Zhdanov [103, 104J. In particular, the rate 
constant ofthe Langmuir-Hinshelwood mmolecular reaction А + В --> С is 
determined Ьу the equations [103] 

dNA 

dt 

к 

dNB dt = -К(8А ,8в )Nо 

kT РА'В' ~" Рех (_ ЕА + ,:'18;) 
2nIiРАРв 27' АВ" р kT 

(5) 

(6) 

Нете NA and NB ате the concentrations ofmolecules А and В оп the surface, 
No is the питЬет of elementary сеПв рет unit surface, РА , РВ and РА'В* ате 

the non-configurational statistical sums of molecules А and В and of ас
tivated complex А *В*, z is the питЬет of neighbouring сеПв (for а square 
сеН z = 4), PAB,i is the probamlity of two neighbouring ceHs being occupied 
Ьу the АВ pair and [от this pair to have the environment marked Ьу the index 
i, ЕА is the energy difference between the pair АВ and the activated complex 
А *В*; provided that the сеНв that ате пеатет to both АВ and А *В* ате not 
occupied, and A8 i is the energy difference between the interactions of both 
А *В* and АВ with the environment. It is assumed that molecules А and В 
оссиру опе elementary сеН and the activated complex occupies two of them. 
Ап accurate calculation of the probamlity in eqns. (5) and (6) is impos

sible. The most convenient method [от ап approximate calculation of the 
probamlities ofvarious configurations is the quasi-chemical approximation 
that is the simplest version ofthe cluster approximation. The latter suggests 
(1) separation of а cluster consisting of several сеПв, (2) substitution of the 
interaction between cluster molecules and environmental molecules Ьу 
some average interaction and (3) application of Gibbs' distribution to cal
culate the питЬет and distribution of cluster particles. In the quasi-chemi
cal approximation the cluster is minimal, i.e. it consists oftwo сеПв. Accord
ing to this approximation, the probamlities PAB,i ате expressed through РАВ , 

РАА , etc., where РАА is the probamlity of two neighbouring сеНв being 
occupied Ьу the pair АА, etc. ТЬеве probamlities fit the set of equations [103] 

РАА + РАВ + РАО + РВВ + РВО + Роо = 1 

2РАА + РАВ + РАО 28 А 

2Рвв + РАВ + РВО (7) 

РААРоо = 0.25 ехр (- 8AA /kr) 
Рl0 



РввРоо 
Pio 

РААРвв 
Рlв 

0.25 exp(-CBB/kr) 
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Equations (7) naturally generalize the well-known equations of the quasi
chemical approximation for adsorbed molecules of the вате type. 

According to the quasi-chemical approximation, different pairs are treat
ed ав being independent, hence the probability that, for example, n particles 
of А and т particles of В are localized near the particle А, is 

Р _ z! pAAP;::bP;.,on-m 
А.nm - n!m!(z -n -т)! (РАА + РАв + PAO)Z 

where РАв = 0.5 РАв and РАО = 0.5 РАО [103]. From this опе сап readily оЬ
tain the вит in eqn. (6) 

Р (РАА ехр [(САА - GA*A)/kT] + РАвехр [(САВ - GA*B)/kT] + PAoY-
1 

АВ РАА + РАв + РАО 

Х (Рввехр[(свв -sв*в)/kТ] + РАв ехр [(САВ - CB*A)/kT] + Рво)" (8) 
Рвв + РАв + Рво 

where 8АА, ... , etc. are lateral interaction energies. 
Equations similar to eqns. (5), (6) and (8) were obtained Ьу Zhdanov [104] 

to describe the monomolecular adsorption and associative desorption and 
Eley-Rideal's bimolecular reaction. Не examined the dependence ofthe rate 
constants of these processes оп the surface coverages and discussed various 
approximations applied previously to describe the effect of lateral interac
tion of adsorbed molecules оп the desorption rate constant. Не also соп
sidered the effect of the lateral interaction оп the pre-exponential factor of 
the rate constants for various processes, and in terms of the "precursor 
state" model, the effect of ordering the adsorbed molecules оп the sticking 
coefficient and the rate constant of monomolecular desorption. 

Ав usual, the rate of dissociative adsorption (e.g. of 02 оп various metals 
[92, 95, 99, 100]) rapidly decreases with increasing surface coverage. As а 
rule, this is attributed to the fact that dissociative adsorption requires two 
unoccupied cells, i.e. the sticking coefficient must Ье S(e) = S(eo ) роо(е). If 
а solid surface adsorbs only molecules А, in the quasi-chemical approxima
боп we will have the set of equations 

РАА + РАО + Рва = 1 

2РАА + РАО = 2е 
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РААРоо _ 1 (_ ЕАА) 
Рl0 - 4 ехр kT 

From eqns. (9)-(11) we obtain 

1 -8 -(1/2){1 -[1 -4(1 -ехр(-ЕЛА /kТ))8(1 -8)Jl I2 } 
Роо (8) = 

1 - ехр (- EAA/kT) 

(11) 

(12) 

Equation (12) was presented in ref. 104. The exact solution has been 
obtained only for а square сеll and 8 = 0.5 [101]. 

The probability for repulsion is 

(
1 ЕЛА) 

Роо 2' kT 

where 

.12 

(1 - F(x» 
4 

К(х) = f (1 - х2 siп2 ф)112dф 
о 

where Те is the critical temperature. 

(13) 

(14) 

The quasi-chemical approximation gives only qualitative results and 
appears to Ье particularly inaccurate at temperatures below the "order
disorder" phase transition points of Т = 0.567 ЕЛА at 8 = 1/2. 

Thus one сап draw the conclusion that the lattice gas model taking into 
account the interaction of neighbouring molecules is only а first step in 
studying the effect of adsorbed particle interaction оп the rate of hetero
geneous catalytic reactions. 

The real interaction of chemisorbed molecules, however, сап Ье rather 
complicated [82, 93]. In particular, the parameters ofthe interaction between 
neighbouring molecules сап change with varying surface coverages due to 
the collective interaction of adsorbed molecules with solid surfaces. 
Therefore the lattice gas model that utilizes а small number of parameters 
cannot describe, even qualitatively, the entirety of surface processes. N ever
theless, this model сап Ье applied to interpret some individual regularities, 
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e.g. reaction rate variations with increasing surface coverage and the effect 
of а phase transition оп the reaction rate. 

Various approximation of this model (e.g. those of molecular splitting, 
pseudo-chemical, chaotic and molecular field approximations) were reported 
and analyzed Ьу ТоуЫп and Fedyanin [88, 89]. In particular, the pseudo
chemical approximation for chemisorption kinetics is of the form 

КА (l _е)(1 + xt)Z -КD ф(l + xt)Z 
1 + x]t 

1 2(1 - 8) 

1 + д 
{(1 - 2е? + 4е(1 - е) ехр ({3е) }]/2 

J*P 
Jon(J ехр { - {3[8А + Ае(1 - у)]} 

Неге J*, Jo and Ja аге the statistical sums of activated complex and gas
phase molecules and of adsorbed atom (adatom), respectively, 8А and 8D the 
adsorption and desorption activation energies, (J the агеа of adatom localiza
tion, n Planck's constant, 8] and 8 the parameters of the activated complex
adatom and adatom-adatom interactions (8 < О for repulsion and 8 > О for 
attraction), А the contribution to the complete drop of adsorption heat I:!,.Q 
from the electron subsystem (for а two-dimensional free-electron gas model), 
х = ехр {3 (е] - е) - 1, х] = х(е] = О), {3 = l/kT (k is the Boltzmann соп
stant), and у the factor relating changes in the activation energy with уагу
ing the adsorption heat (for тоге detail refer to refs. 88 and 89). 

The аЬоуе equations account for the local interaction of adsorbed parti
cles and their collective interaction with the catalyst surface. 
А promising study of the lattice gas model is the computer statistical tests 

(ьу the Monte Carlo method). Such calculations have been carried out since 
the mid-1960s (see, for example, refs. 66 and 105). For calculations of gas 
adsorption оп metals, see refs. 106--110. However, по systematic application 
ofthe Monte Carlo method to heterogeneous reactions has been carried out: 
it is to Ье done in the future. 

2.3.3 Topochemical models 

Phase transformations in heterogeneous catalysis have been described 
recently Ьу topochemical kinetic models [111-115]. These models were taken 
from solid chemistry, where they had been developed for "gas-solid" геас
tions. The products of such reactions аге solids. When gas is in contact with 
the initial solid, the reaction rate is negligible. But as nucleates ofthe phase 
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of а new product are formed, а solid phase interface is formed. The surface 
ofthis interface increases with time primarily due to the growth ofnucleates 
(а slow formation ofnew nuclei also takes place). The reaction rate is at first 
low but then it increases. Plotted kinetic dependences are S-shaped. The 
nuclei then coalesce and the reaction rate attains its maximum value. 
А simple topochemical model for the growth of NiO islands оп the Ni 

surface during the reaction of oxygen with а Ni(1l1) crystal is clearly 
described Ьу Holloway and Hudson [112]. They considered three cases in 
which the rate-determining step is, respectively (а) oxygen sorption from the 
gas phase (surface diffusion is fast), (Ь) surface diffusion of oxygen, and (с) 
oxygen insertion over the island boundary. 

То obtain аn expression for the growth kinetics, the following аввитр
tions were made: (1) the surface contains physically adsorbed oxygen. Its 
sticking coefficient is close to unity, the average lifetime is т, the surface 
diffusion coefficient is п" (2) the probability of oxygen dissociation is low 
everywhere except at the island boundary, (3) NiO islands are circular, (4) 
the main lifetime of adsorbed substance and the diffusion coefficient for the 
surface covered Ьу chemisorbed oxygen and NiO are the вате, and (5) the 
formation time of the islands is втаН compared with the total time of their 
growth. 

The area of а unit circular island originating at а moment 1] and then 
growing, will, at time t, Ье 

В" = nu2(t -1])2 

where и = dr/dt is the linear radial rate ofisland growth and и is а constant. 
The area of аН the islands, provided they do not overlap and по new 

nucleates are generated оп the sites where the NiO phase was formed, is 

t 

е'1 = f n u2(t -1])2idl] 

О 

Here i is the formation rate of new phase nucleates оп а unit surface. It сап 
Ье shown [111] that the overall oxygen surface coverage, without taking into 
account the аЬоуе assumptions, is 

(J = 1 -exp(-(Jry) = 1 -ехр ( -1 n u2и -1]?idl]) (15) 

То integrate eqn. (15), оnе needs expressions for и and i. Let us first 
consider the island growth rate, u. 

We have suggested that т and D, are similar for the surface covered with 
both chemisorbed oxygen and NiO. If the reaction rate were determined Ьу 
the impact of gas-phase oxygen molecules with the surface, it would Ье 
constant. But in experiments [112] по constant reaction rate was observed, 
therefore this limiting case has not Ьееn considered~ 
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Let ив аввите that the growth of а new oxide phase is controlled Ьу 
surface diffusion. The number of impacts of oxygen molecules оп а unit 
surface is I, (ст- 2 в-4); the number ofimpacts оп one surface site is IА, where 
А is the area of one surface site. If one аввитев that migration over the 
surface is random, the number of molecules reacting at the island boundary 
due to the surface diffusion is 4IA1/2(Ds ,)1/2. 

The rate of arrival of oxygen molecules from the gas phase to the site near 
the island boundary is determined ав IА 1/2 h where h is the height of the 
island. The rate of island radius vaTiations in the саве where the growth is 
controlled Ьу surface diffusion is 

и = 8АI (D ,)1/2 + 2AhI 
r n s n 

where n is the number of oxide layers in the island. 
Finally, let ив consider the саве in which the rate-determining step is 

oxygen insertion over the island boundarY. If the rate constant of this 
insertion is k, the insertion rate is Ik,A. If one also assumes that molecules 
соте directly to the sites near the boundary, then 

4А3/2 2AhI 
и = --Ik, + --о 

n n 

The coefficients D" ' and k are determined ав 

1 (Еа ) - ехр --
V2 RT 

( Ein) k = V1 ехр - КТ 

where V1 and V2 are the fluctuation frequencies parallel and normal to the 
surface, С( is the mean length of one jump, and z is the reversal to the number 
of nearer neighbouring sites where the adsorption takes place. Hence, the 
expressions corresponding to the two савев under consideration сап Ье 
written ав 

where 

Щ/2 2(A/n)I[2Biexp (Ei/RT) + h] 

В1 2(ZC(2 V1 / V2 )1/2 

Е] 1/2(Е. - Ed ) 
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В2 А 1/2 V1 / V2 

Ez Еа -Ein 

and Еа , Ed , Ein are the activation energies of oxygen physical adsorption, its 
diffusion, and insertion over the island boundary, respectively. 

ТЬе number of gas molecule impacts per unit surface is determined for an 
ideal gas ав 

1 = (2mkT
g

)-1/2 

where Tg is the gas temperature. 
We have suggested previously that the formation time of nucleates is 

тисЬ lower than that obtained experimentalIy. At time t = О there exist No 
sites and the probability ofnucleate formation per unit time оп а single site 
is v. ТЬе formation rate of nucleates at time 17 is 

i = ~~ = No v ехр ( - V17) 

After substituting the expression for и and i in the equation for the deter
mination of oxygen surface coverage and integrating Ьу parts, we obtain 
(assuming that vt is very high) 

1 - е = ехр (- KiNop~/) 

where РО2 is the partial pressure of oxygen. 
ТЬе concentration of surface defects is estimated to Ье 1011 defects ст - 2. 

ТЬе topochemical model [112] suggests that an island сап Ьауе n oxide 
layers. Apparently, this model сап Ье applied in the саве of the chemisorbed 
two-dimensional рЬаве growth, ав had been done Ьу Boreskov et al. [116]. 

ТЬе effect of metal structure and рЬаве formation оп the kinetics of 
catalytic oxidation reactions was treated in detail Ьу Savchenko et al. (вее, 
for example, refs. 83, 84, 117 and 118). In metal surface layers both recon
struction of the metal proper (faceting) and processes associated with the 
formation of surface oxides сап take place. In this саве the first to form сап 
Ье chemisorption structures (without breaking the metal-metal bond) and 
then the formation of two-dimensional surface oxides is observed. Finally, 
three-dimensional subsurface oxides are produced. An important role is 
played Ьу the temperature of disordering the adsorbed layer. 

When analyzing the oxidation of hydrogen оп nickel, Savchenko et al. 
[117] сате to the conclusion that, if the reaction temperature is аЬоуе that 
ofthe disordering ofthe adsorbed layer (in this саве the oxygen layer), it will 
Ье quite correct to apply models based оп the surface-action law. Otherwise 
one must take into consideration the "island" character of the interaction. 

It should Ье said that at present the available literature concerning the 
kinetic models which account for the topochemical character of catalyst 
surface processes is limited, but reference сап Ье made to refs. 119 and 120. 
In ref. 119, а kinetic model for the oxidation of hydrogen оп platinum is 
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suggested which takes into consideration the interaction оп both the sites 
that are practically free of adsorbates and the boundaries of spots formed Ьу 
chemisorbed oxygen. In ref. 120, the authors describe а kinetic model for 
hydrogen oxidation оп the Ni(110) plane corresponding to the detailed 
mechanism 

02 + 2Z -+ 2Z0 

Н2 + 2Z <=± 2ZH 

ZO + ZH -+ ZO н + Z 

ZOH + ZH -+ 2 Z + Н2О 

and account for the topochemical character of ОН groups' interaction with 
hydrogen atoms adsorbed оп the surface. 

Let ив emphasize the following: ав а rule, the literature lacks а strict 
discrimination between the structures that are formed at the microscopic 
and macroscopic levels. It is important to understand whether the terms 
"structure", "ordering" and "islands" refer to microstructures or macro· 
structures. Thus, the lattice gas model is aimed at accounting for the forma
tion of microstructures, peculiarities in thermodesorption spectra, etc. 

ТЬе topochemical model, however, describes the origination and growth 
ofmacrostructures. In principle опе could construct kinetic models account
ing for the kinetics of cluster (or nucleate) formation аБ а model for the 
system or reverse consecutive reactions [114, 121]. 

А + А <=± А2 

А2 + А <=± Аз 

Ан + А <=± Ai 

А general form of the respective microscopic equations is given in ref. 122. 
But опе сап draw the conclusion that at present по models are known that 
would account for the origination and growth of clusters and would Ье 
constructed оп the basis of а correct microscopic description. Their elabo
ration is а problem of the future. 

2.4 MODELS ACCOUNTING FOR DIFFUSIONAL MASS TRANSFER 

Diffusional тавв transfer processes сап Ье essential in complex catalytic 
reactions. ТЬе role of diffusion inside а porous catalyst pellet, its effect оп 
the observed reaction rate, activation energy, etc. (Бее, for example, ref. 123 
and the fundamental work of Aris [124]) Ьауе Ьееп studied in detail, but во 
far several studies report only оп models accounting for the diffusion of mat
erial оп the catalyst surface and the surface-to-bulk material exchange. W е 
will describe only воте macroscopic models accounting for diffusion (with
out claiming а thorough analysis of every висЬ model described in the 
available literature). 
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(а) Models accounting for the surface diffusion. Опе such model was соп
sidered in the description of а topochemical model [112]. А correct mathema
tical description ofmulticomponent diffusion processes in solids obtained оп 
the basis of irreversible process thermodynamics сап Ье found in refs. 125-
127. 

This description shows first, that due to the independent character оЕ 
elementary diffusion acts between atoms оЕ various substances, their dif
fusion mobility is controlled Ьу the different partial diffusion coefficients; 
second, that the diffusion оЕ atoms. and molecules adsorbed оп the surface 
takes place due to their "overjumps" to neighbouring unoccupied sites 
(vacancies). 

Thus, for the oxidation оЕ СО оп а metal wire the model accounting for 
the surface diffusion is оЕ the form [128] 

i W.ds,Oz - ~eB,o, - Wreact 

у W.d8,CO - ~еэ,со - ~eac! + D(zду - удz) 

where х, у, z are the concentrations оЕ МеО, МеСО and Ме (z = 1 - х - у), 

respectively, W.ds,Oz and W.ds,CO the adsorption rates оп catalysts оЕ 02 and 
СО, respectively, ~e8,o, and ~eB,co the desorption rates, ~eac! the reaction 
rate between the adsorbed species, D the diffusion coefficient, д the Lapla
cian operator, in the one-dimensional case 

and ~ the wire coordinate. 
This model will primarily account for the resolving оЕ local activity 

"spots" during the reaction. But in models of such kind, periodic spatial 
structures ("dissipative structures") сап also Ье formed and these Ьауе 
recently Ьесоте of great interest. 

ТЬе effect оЕ surface diffusion оп the selectivity оЕ the catalytic reaction 
А --> В --> С has Ьееп examined [129]. ТЬе authors suggest that the sites оЕ 
a-phase (assumed to Ье round) are uniformly distributed over the {З-рhаsе. 
Reaction А --> В takes place only оп the a-phase, whereas В --> С occurs only 
оп the {З-рhаsе. Substance В formed оп the a-phase is transferred to the 
{З-рhаsе due either to surface diffusion or adsorption-desorption processes. 

These conceptions are met Ьу а sufficiently simple model which is а set оЕ 
three differential equations (two balance equations for substances А and В 
оп the a-phase and опе equation for substance В оп the {З-рhаsе). 

It was shown that surface diffusion сап exert а strong influence оп 
reaction selectivity. Of interest is the result obtained in studying the model 
[129], i.e. the dependence оЕ selectivity оп the crystallite sizes оЕ the a-рЬаве. 

In several studies Ьу Kaminskii and his co-workers [13G-133], the time 
dependences ofheterogeneous processes involving reactants migrating over 
the surface was described Ьу the diffusion kinetics equations but the par-
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ameters to determine the probability of elementary chemical acts enter into 
the corresponding boundary conditions. 

Thus Kaminskii et al. [133] considered the kinetics of monomolecular 
surface reactions taking place оп the boundary ofimmovable active centres 
(circles having а radius ro ) which form а square lattice with the constant, L. 
The diffusion coefficient, D, is represented as D = ра2 where р is the pro
bability of а jump per unit time and а the respective parameter of the lattice 
Slze. 
А criterion was obtained [133] under the fulfilment of which the diffusion 

сап Ье treated as rapid and not taken into consideration for the surface 
reaction kinetics: k/(ap) [ln (L/ro ) -1.39] ~ 1, where k is the interaction 
constant of adsorbed substances with active centres. It is evident that at 
L ~ ro this relationship is met. It is this relationship that is the condition 
for the applicability of the ideal adsorbed layer kinetics but аН the limita
tions imposed for its derivation (the reaction is monomolecular and active 
centres are taken for а square lattice) should Ье remembered. 

(Ь) Models accounting for the surface-to-bulk mass transfer. At present а 
great number of experimental data have been accumulated that give evi
dence to the effect of mass transfer into the solid catalyst body оп the 
character of catalytic reaction processes [134-136]. 

The simplest model of such а process acounting for the surface reactions 
and diffusion of а single substance is [137-139] 

де D д2с 
at = L2 д~2 

О: 

~ = 1: 

О: 

сеД) 

де 
= О; 

д~ 

(16) 

2, ... , т 

1, ... , т 

where ~ is а dimensionless coordinate, Х; the dimensionless concentrations 
of substances оп the. catalyst surface, с the dimensionless concentration of 
the substance diffusing into catalyst bulk, D the diffusion coefficient of this 
substance (Cill

2
S-

1
), L the thickness ofthe diffusion layer (ст), СО the number 

of active centres оп unit catalyst surface (molecules ст -2), Су the maximum 
possible number of diffusing reactant particles per unit catalyst volume 
(molecules ст -3), and Н а parameter associated with the crystal lattice 
geometry (cm- 1). 
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Btrictly speaking, in the саве in which more than one substance diffuses, 
the equation 

де D д2 с 
at = L2 д~2 

cannot Ье used. А correct description of the multicomponent diffusion in 
solids should Ье used [125, 126J. Merzhanov and Вloshenko [140] represented 
тавв transfer ав а reversible surface-to-bulk exchange process. Buch models 
сап Ье modified Ьу representing diffusion ав а reversible substance exchange 
process between а sequence of layers, the first being the catalyst surface. In 
these models it is not necessary to иве the simplified relationship с = CzHx 1! 
Су which permits ив to go from bulk to surface concentrations that are found 
from solving the problem. 
А detailed study of model (16) for СО oxidation оп polycrystalline plati

num was carried out Ьу Makhotkin et al. [139J. Numerical experiments 
revealed that the bulk diffusion effect оп the character ofreaction dynamics 
is rather different and controlled Ьу the following factors: (1) the initial 
composition of catalyst surface and bulk, (2) the steady state of its surface 
and bulk, and (3) the position of the region for slow relaxations of kinetic 
origin (вее ref. 139). Ав а rule, diffusion retards the establishment of steady 
states, but the саве in which the attainment of this state is accelerated Ьу 
diffusion is possible. 

Thus, from the consideration of воте models accounting for the diffusion 
either оп the catalyst surface or in its bulk, one сап draw the conclusion that 
по systematic experience in the application of such models has been асси
mulated. 

2.5 HETEROGENEOUS-HOMOGENEOUS CATALYTIC REACTION MODELS 

Воте concepts of the homogeneous-heterogeneous process of complex 
reactions have been obtained from а series of investigations Ьу Polyakov 
and his school [141J. Воте results were reported in refs. 142 and 143. 
Оп the other hand, from studies Ьу Azatyan (вее, for example, refs. 144-

146) it Ьесотев clear that, in the course of branching chain processes, the 
solid phase in contact with the reaction mixture changes significantly. 
Essential changes are also observed in the mechanisms and kinetics for the 
heterogeneous decay of active centres. Previously it was believed that the 
"rate constant" of heterogeneous chain termination оп walls remains un
changed during the oxidation process, but now heterogeneous chain ter
mination should Ье regarded ав а complex reaction catalyzed Ьу the wall. 

Under certain conditions, the catalyst surface сап Ье а source for the 
formation of intermediates evolving into the gas phase. These intermediates 
сап initiate chain reactions. 

Thus the logic of studies forces ив to take into account the formation of 
homogeneous constituents in heterogeneous catalytic reactions and 
heterogeneous constituents in homogeneous processes. 
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As far as the models accounting for these conceptions are concerned, 
their construction and investigation have just started. The development of 
these models is sure to Ье retarded Ьу the absence of data оп the detailed 
reaction mechanism and its parameters. The exception is ref. 147, where the 
authors construct ап unsteady-state homogeneous-heterogeneous reaction 
model and analyze it with respect to the cyclohexane oxidation оп zeolites. 
The study was aimed at the experimental interpretation of the self-oscilla
tions found. The model constructed is in accordance with the law of mass 
action. 

2.6 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF BRANCHED·CHAIN REACTIONS ON А 
CATALYST SURFACE 

In the 1950s, Semenov and Voevodskii [148] made ап attempt to apply the 
concepts of the branching-chain reaction theory to the kinetics of heteroge
neous catalysts. They applied the concept of free valencies migrating over 
the catalyst surface and of "semi-chemisorbed" radicals. But their attempt 
was criticized (see, for example, ref. 149 where Temkin, using hydrogenation 
of ethylene оп palladium as ап example, proved experimentally the inappli
cability of the chain theory concepts). 

Recently, Barelko et al. [150-155] put forward а new version of this theory. 
They suggested а branching-chain process mechanism based оп the concepts 
implying the existence of а two-dimensional gas of adsorbed atoms (adatoms) 
оп solid surfaces which are in equilibrium with their crystallattice. Accord
ing to the suggested hypothesis, the active centre is the adatom. The energy 
evolved in the course of а reaction оп the adatom сап Ье applied to break out 
another atom from the lattice, i.e. to form а new active centre. This process 
is а step of branching. But the decay of the active centre takes place due to 
the return of the adatom back into the lattice. 

At present the literature lacks strong experimental prooffor this hypothe
sis which was put forward to interpret the critical effects seen in catalytic 
oxidation reactions. As far as the model itself is concerned, it is of the form 
of ref. 150, which is similar to the chain reaction equation 

dn dt = w" + F(n) - G(n) 

where n and по are the current and initial concentrations of the active 
centres, w" is the initiation rate, and F(n) and G(n) are the rates of active 
centre generation and decay. 

3. Conclusion 

In conclusion let us present some simple considerations that are, to our 
mind, of importance. Heterogeneous catalytic reaction is а complex process 
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determined Ьу the interaction of various factors. Depending оп the reaction 
conditions, one must app1y different mode1s of various comp1exity. Ттв is 
quite natural: simi1ar ideo1ogy is systematically followed, for example, in 
modelling cata1ytic processes and reactors [156]. 

W е ЬеЕеуе that а deve10ped system of mode1s to describe the steps of 
comp1ex cata1ytic reactions has not yet been constructed. А combination of 
воте particu1ar mode1s described in this section is quite naturally of а 
non-systematic and incomplete character. 

It should Ье noted that the detailed modelling of heterogeneous cata1ytic 
reactions faces воте specific difficulties. Compared with homogeneous вув
tems, the limits of the field wherein the 1aw of тавв action ana10g (the 
surface-action 1aw) сап Ье correct1y app1ied are 1ess distinct. Still 1ess 
re1iable are the e1ementary step constants. Nevertheless, we ЬеЕеуе that, 
despite the comp1exity of "rea1 kinetics", the importance of studying the 
models fitting the law of тавв action cannot Ье undervalued. ТЬеве models 
describe the chemical components of а complex catalytic process properly 
and, оп the other hand, they are а necessary step that сап Ье treated ав а first 
approximation. Our study is devoted to the analysis of just these models. 
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